
Finding Your Way Around 

Stone Gate Farm 
 
                 To Dressage Warm Up Rings 

1 & 2:  Stabled horses use the drive. Please 

be considerate of those doing their test. 

From the day parking use Schneider Rd.  

Warm up entrance is at the corner of 

Schneider Rd. & the stabling drive. Ring 3 

follow directions for XC Start 

                To Stadium Warm- up: Stabled 

horses will go past the trailer parking to a 

trail through the woods & up the hill.  From 

Day Parking follow the drive through the 

back yard & go straight down the hill & 

through the stabling area. Use caution as 

you will be on the XC course                       

                       To & From Cross Country:  

All horses will go straight from Stadium to 

XC via the trail to the west. Use caution as 

you will be crossing the xc track. Training 

Riders will go through the stabling area to 

get to the start. To get back to Day 

Parking, use the west drive. To get back to 

Stabling use the trail behind the start box 
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Show Jumping 

Day Parking 

 Scores will be near the house and in the 

dome near the stabling  

 Food will be between stabling & the Show 

Jumping arena 

 Secretary and Awards will a  the house  

 The Vet can be reached through anyone 

with a radio or call  330-424-2310 

 Intro, Very Green & Starter ONLY may 

access dressage warm up through the 

pasture 

 Show Jumping warm up is very limited, 

only horses warming up are allowed in the 

warm up area.  If not warming up please 

stay outside of the orange cones 
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Warm up for Ring 3 will be between the ring and the pond.  Please 

stay off the area north of the pond as the ground may be soft 
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